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Teaching Channel Plus gives you the ability 
to build a private, online professional 
learning community that can be customized 
to your team’s needs. Our platform allows 
you to collaborate with your colleagues, 
provide teachers with individualized 
coaching, and pursue personalized 
professional learning. We provide you 
with an ecosystem of tools, content, and 
resources to fully support educator growth.

• Personalize one of our existing learning plans or 
build your own using our vast content library

• Integrate Teaching Channel videos, resources, 
personal teaching practice footage, and more 
into your professional learning program

• Divide your team into smaller groups or work with 
individuals to provide every educator with the 
most relevant, personalized tools for success

• Access the facilitator dashboard to track 
progress, measure engagement, and personalize 
learning opportunities for your educators

Professional 
Learning Platform 
& Personalized 
Collaboration

https://www.teachingchannel.com/learning-cycles


All Teaching Channel Plus subscribers get 
access to the Teaching Channel Recorder App. 
Educators can use the app on a smartphone 
or tablet to record their classrooms, edit 
their footage, and upload the videos to their 
private team.

• Record, edit, and upload all through the Recorder 
app

• Review, annotate, tag teaching practices, and 
provide feedback to peers

• Build a personal video library to track progress and 
growth

Get unlimited access to Teaching Channel’s 
1,400+ video library. All of our videos have 
been carefully vetted by content experts to 
ensure they showcase current techniques, 
model best teaching practices, and provide 
immediate ideas to support student learning.

• Integrate Teaching Channel videos into your 
educators’ learning cycle or assign specific videos 
to individual teachers

• Sort by grade-level (K-12), subject area, or by topics 
such as New Teachers, Classroom Management, 
Technology in the Classroom, and more

• Watch our new “Uncut” video series. These full-
length, unedited videos provide a real view into 
classrooms by showing every minute of a lesson

• Annotate, tag, and share videos with colleagues to 
unpack practice and discuss concrete takeaways

Video Library

Teaching Channel 
Recorder App

Teaching Channel Plus has 
allowed our teachers to 
become more reflective. 
One of the things I love 

about Tch Plus is that there’s 
an opportunity to ask 

questions and get answers 
or ask questions and let them 
marinate and find resources 

to dig deeper. Teachers crave 
these opportunities.

-Erin Gilrein

“

https://learn.teachingchannel.com/videos

